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1Õf noise in carbon nanotubes
Philip G. Collins, M. S. Fuhrer, and A. Zettla)
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The electrical noise characteristics of single-walled carbon nanotubes have been investigated. For all
three cases of individual isolated nanotubes, thin films of interconnected nanotubes, and bulk
nanotube mats, anomalously large bias-dependent 1/f noise is found. The noise magnitude greatly
exceeds that commonly observed in metal films, carbon resistors, or even carbon fibers with
comparable resistances. A single empirical expression describes the noise for all nanotube samples,
suggesting a common noise-generating mechanism proportional only to the number of nanotubes in
the conductor. We consider likely sources of the fluctuations, and consequences for electronic
applications of nanotubes if the excessive noise cannot be suppressed. ©2000 American Institute
of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!02701-7#
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Carbon nanotubes1 possess many novel properties th
make them potential candidates for nanoscale electronics
plications. The nanotubes may themselves serve as pa
or active molecular-scale nonlinear devices,2–5 or they may
be useful as high-conductivity interconnects in a ‘‘mixed
architecture. One advantage afforded by carbon nanotub
their presumed immunity to excess electrical noise. Exc
noise, by which is meant noise above the unavoidable t
mal Nyquist level, is a recognized barrier to practical, n
nometer scale devices since it usually increases dramati
as dimensions shrink.6 Both equilibrium and nonequilibrium
fluctuations of a particular atom’s location, for example, g
importance as conduction paths are reduced to atomic
mensions. Carbon nanotubes, being covalently bonded
tallic wires, might be less susceptible to such fluctuatio
Furthermore, the strong carbon–carbon bonds which fo
the nanotube should not be subject to electromigration
defect propagation, two of the most important noise mec
nisms in standard metal films and wires.7,8

We report here that, contrary to such expectations,
tallic carbon nanotube conductors exhibit unexpectedly la
electrical noise. Our measurements extend preliminary fi
ings of excessive noise in a single nanotube device.9 We
have studied the room temperature noise characteristic
single-walled carbon nanotubes~SWNTs! in different con-
figurations, ranging from isolated individual tubes to tw
dimensional~2D! ‘‘films’’ and 3D ‘‘mats’’ of randomly in-
terconnected nanotube assemblies. We find that all SW
samples, irrespective of the contact electrode or tube con
tivity configuration, display similar excessive 1/f noise
which cannot be explained within the idealized context
covalently bonded metallic wires.

The experiments were performed on heat-treated, sin
walled carbon nanotubes grown by a laser ablat
technique.10 As grown, the bulk SWNT material formed
highly conductive, felt-like mat which was easily contact
for four-probe electrical characterization. These samp
which we denote as 3D, consisted of no less than6
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SWNTs, with a correspondingly high number of nanotub
nanotube junctions. The bulk SWNT material was also ult
sonically dispersed in dichloroethane and then deposite
thin films.11 Using low-density solutions and closely-spac
electrodes, small bundles of 1–10 aligned SWNTs were
vestigated, albeit in a two-probe configuration. By increas
the electrode spacing, samples incorporating junctions w
also measured. Control of the spacing and of the film thi
ness allowed a wide range of film morphologies to be st
ied. Throughout this letter, we will use the naming conve
tion of 1D, 2D, and 3D to describe the different types
samples, with 1D reserved for samples which were de
mined by atomic force microscopy~AFM! to incorporate no
more than one SWNT~or one small diameter SWNT bundle!
between two electrodes.

The noise characterization was performed by biasin
sample at various dc levels and measuring the spectral
sity of low frequency fluctuations with a spectrum analyz
~HP3582A!. In some cases, a lock-in amplifier~SR830! was
employed as the detector. High resistance samplesR
.10 kV) were voltage biased, and a transimpedance p
amplifier ~Ithaco 1211! was used to measure the sample c
rent and current fluctuations. Low resistance samplesR
<1 kV) were current biased, and voltage fluctuations w
capacitatively coupled into a low noise transformer match
to a voltage preamplifier~PAR 1900 and 113!. Although the
voltage bias and current bias techniques measure diffe
types of fluctuations, the results below are all uniformly p
sented in terms of effective voltage power fluctuations
Hz, Sv5^DV2&, with Sv5SIR

2, with R the sample resis-
tance. The noise measurements were restricted to bias in
linear resistance regime. Both two-probe and four-pro
measurements were made on some of the 2D and
samples. Direct comparisons indicated that contact re
tances to the SWNTs had no observable effect on the ex
noise. Although highly suggestive, these results do not
finitively rule out the effects of contact noise in the 1
samples.

Figure 1 depicts the noise power at different bias c
rents measured across an isolated, single SWNT. At z
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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bias current, the noise was flat and agreed with the ther
Nyquist levelSv54kTR ~dashed line!. At finite bias currents
excess noise is observed. After subtracting the thermal b
line, the excess noise varies as 1/f b, with b51.0660.02 for
all bias currents within the linear-response regime. Exc
SWNT noise is 1/f .

To determine the detailed bias dependence of the ex
noise, a fixed frequency lock-in technique was employ
Figure 2 shows, for a single SWNT sample, the noise am
tude Sv as a function of bias current I, measured within
narrow frequency band centered on 10 Hz. The closed cir
are the raw noise amplitude, while the open circles areSv
after subtracting the thermal baseline 4kTR. For the cor-

FIG. 1. Voltage noise powerSv vs frequency for a single SWNT, for thre
values of applied bias current. At low frequency, the noise greatly exce
the thermal noise limitSv54kTR. The SWNT has a two probe resistance
335 kV.

FIG. 2. Voltage noise powerSv as a function of dc bias current for a sing
SWNT. The closed circles represent the raw data, while for the open ci
the bias-independent thermal noise has been subtracted. The excess
fits an I 2 behavior. The measurement is performed at 10 Hz withf
50.3 Hz.
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rected data, a bias current dependence of the formI n is
found, withn51.9960.04.

Noise measurements similar to those described above
the single nanotube sample were repeated for a series of
2D, and 3D samples. Figure 3 summarizes the results.
ferent samples are distinguished by their dc resistance~hori-
zontal axis!, and different symbols correspond to differe
sample type~1D, 2D, 3D!. Figure 3~a! shows the exponentb
in the relationSv;1/f b. For all samplesb ranges between
1.00 and 1.10 with an average value ofb51.06, i.e., the
excess noise is consistently 1/f -like independent of whethe
the sample is 1D, 2D, or 3D. To characterize the abso
amplitude of the excess noise we express the voltage n
power as

SV5AV2/ f b. ~1!

This expression accounts well for the excess noise in
SWNT samples we have measured. Figure 3~b! shows the
noise amplitude coefficientA plotted versus sample resis
tance, where we have used the average valueb51.06 for all
fits to Eq. ~1!. The solid line in Fig. 3~b! is a least-squares
power law fit and indicates a direct proportionality betwe
A andR: A51.0310211R. Therefore, while acknowledging
the statistical limits of the data set, we may assign a univ
sal behavior to excess noise in SWNT conductors: for
three morphologies, and for resistances spanning six or
of magnitude, the excess noise follows the behaviorSv
5AV2/ f , with the dimensionless noise amplitudeA now
given byA/R510211V21.

It is illuminating to compare SWNT noise to that o
other electronic conductors. Excess 1/f noise is observed in a
surprisingly wide variety of systems, and the functional fo
found here for SWNTs was already proposed three deca
ago by Hooge6 in a fluctuation model which unified a variet
of available measurements. TheV2/ f b functional form has
been theoretically considered for both linear7 and nonlinear12

ds

es
oise

FIG. 3. Excess noise parameters for a wide range of nanotube-based
ductors, as a function of sample resistance. The excess noise of each s
has the functional formSv5AV2/ f b. ~a! Variation of b for the sample set.
~b! Variation ofA for the sample set. A least-squares power law fit sugge
a direct proportionality between noise amplitudeA and sample resistanceR.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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systems. Although some systems show deviations, most
tably for ‘‘quantum’’ 1/f noise,13 the nearly universal behav
ior allows for straightforward comparisons between mate
als. For a characteristic device resistanceR5100V, SWNTs
have a noise amplitudeA51029. High quality metal films
tend to have values ofA as small as 10219, with values
increasing to 10217 for thin films with strong grain boundary
effects.14 Metal films damaged by electromigration15 or ion
beam bombardment16 show noise amplitudes approachin
10215. Carbon composite resistors,17 considered unsuitable
for most low-noise circuitry, have excess noise amplitud
between 10215 and 10213 ~for R<1 kV!.14 Carbon fibers18,19

with resistances<1 kV show similar noise magnitudes
Hence, 1/f noise in SWNT conductors is four to ten orders
magnitude larger than that observed in more conventio
conductors! Unless the excess noise can be somehow
pressed, this certainly calls into question the applicability
SWNTs for many low-noise electronic applications.

What is the origin of the excess noise in SWNTs? T
expected noise immunity of a covalently bonded system i
competition with the increased relative importance of in
vidual atomic fluctuations in nanometer-sized junctions. T
size scaling is incorporated in Hooge’s empirical law, whi
expresses the excess noise magnitude asA5aH /N, whereN
is the number of atoms6 or carriers20 in the system andaH

50.002 is a constant. Hooge’s law holds true for most b
metallic systems, and even extends to theN51 case at the
tip of a scanning tunneling microscope.21 Estimating for the
SWNT of Fig. 1 N;104 atoms gives an estimateaH'0.2
for SWNTs, in sharp disagreement with Hooge’s law.
semiconductors,8 and very small metal whiskers,22 where
surface and impurity fluctuations can dominate typical b
effects,aH may be substantially larger than 0.002. The lar
value of aH observed for SWNT similarly suggests an im
portant role played by surface fluctuations, a result not
tally unexpected if one considers that every atom that c
stitutes a SWNT is a surface atom.

Our observation thatA scales withR can also be illumi-
nated by Hooge’s law. CombiningA510211R with Hooge’s
law givesA5aH /N510211R, whereby the number of car
riers N is simply proportional to the sample conductanceG
5R21. From a qualitative point of view, this relationsh
merely reflects that bothN andG depend on the number o
parallel, conducting SWNTs in the sample.

Various extrinsic mechanisms might also be contribut
to SWNT noise. Although our four-probe measureme
seem to rule out dominant effects of noise at contacts, e
Downloaded 24 Jul 2001 to 131.243.19.89. Redistribution subject to AI
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trical barriers at nanotube-nanotube junctions could prod
fluctuations with a 1/f power spectrum. Measurements o
single SWNTs do not incorporate such junctions, but ha
only been accomplished in a two-probe configuration. F
thermore, the electronic effects of mobile adsorbents
other possible contaminants have not been ruled out. G
that large aH values suggest the importance of surfa
mechanisms, any adsorbates or intercalants which affe
SWNT electronically might also be expected to play a role
the generation of 1/f noise.
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